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SUMMARY

S Waaijenborg (2009)
Adaptation of "Unravelling the genetic basis of complex diseases" published in Interface
Nov.

Complex diseases - like cardiovascular disorders and cancers - have a major impacton the Western world; they are the most important cause of death in modern society. Byincreasing our understanding of such diseases, and unraveling their genetic basis, we canadd a major contribution to the development of early detection methods, therapies andcures.Biomedical techniques have advanced greatly over the past decades. And with an ever-growing amount of obtained information on genetic risk factors by for example microarraytechnology (proteomics, gene expression, single nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs), copynumber variations (CNVs), etc.), the identification of the genetic risk factors of complexdiseases seems closer than ever. However, good statistical methods that can deal with thecomplexity of such high throughput data are rare and thus many challenges remain.Most existing studies have divided their study population into controls and cases; notrealizing that such classification is likely to cause heterogeneity within the two groups.This heterogeneity is an intrinsic result of the complexity of gene regulation, as well asmany extra- and intracellular factors; the same disease can be caused by (a combinationof) different pathogenetic pathways. And due to this heterogeneity, the genetic markersresponsible for, or involved in, the onset and progression of a complex disease are difficultto identify. In order to overcome these problems, rather than dividing the study populationinto cases and controls, it is preferable to identify the phenotype of a complex diseaseby a set of intermediate risk factors. As a result, the question shifts from ’what is thegenetic difference between healthy and sick people’ to ’which genetic factors are relatedto phenotypic changes that are involved in the progression (and onset) of a disease’; thelatter of which takes this vast complexity into account, and is therefore more likely toprovide the desired answer.When associating two sets of variables - where one contains the phenotypic informationand the other the genetic information of a group of subjects - common underlying structurescan be revealed; thereby unraveling the genetic basis of the disease under study. Thisassociation can be achieved by a multivariate statistical method known as canonical cor-relation analysis (CCA). CCA can find underlying structures in datasets by maximizing thecorrelation between a weighted linear sum of all the variables in one set with a weightedlinear sum of all the variables in the other set. It is these weights that tell us somethingabout the importance of the corresponding variables: the higher the absolute weight, themore it contributes to the underlying structure.However, like many statistical methods, CCA fails in the presence of high-dimensional,
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complex data, which is exactly the kind of data that we are interested in. As a consequence,a number of problems arise when analyzing high dimensional microarray data: (i) the end-result can be difficult to interpret due to the high number of variables, (ii) multicollinearity,caused by e.g. genes acting in a complex network or SNPs that are closely locatedto one another, which results in unstable weights, and (iii) due to the high number ofvariables compared to the number of subjects in the study, association studies will givemany different solutions which are equally good (called over-fitting). So, in the presenceof high dimensional data, no conclusions about the importance of the variables can bemade based upon the corresponding weights.Many researchers in the field recognize these bottlenecks, and different methods havebeen developed to solve these problems in the regression context. Among such methodsis penalization - like ridge regression, the lasso and the elastic net - where a penaltyis posed upon the size of the weights. Consequently, the weights become more stablein the presence of multicollinearity (ridge regression), the number of variables is reducedby means of continuous variable selection (lasso), or - by combining the previous twopenalization methods - highly correlated variables get similar weights, and are in or out ofthe model together (elastic net). Up until now, a much needed adaptation of these methodsinto multivariate models lags behind.By adapting these penalization methods to CCA, we were able to obtain stable, sparse,interpretable results. We applied this method to different datasets containing two sets ofvariables, one with phenotypic markers and one with genetic markers. From within thesesets, variables were selected which resulted in a high correlation between the phenotypicand genetic sets and a high correlation within these two sets. Clustering within thesets resulted in the preservation of haplotypes and genetic networks. Based on this initialsuccess, we extended this so-called penalized canonical correlation analysis, such that themethod was able to handle even more complex data-structures as encountered in geneticsand proteomics.The first hurdle we tackled was that our datasets could contain categorical data (causedby e.g. the presence of SNPs); to cope with this we implemented optimal scaling topenalized CCA. We then made even further extensions to associate a large set of geneticmarkers with repeatedly measured phenotypes - like cholesterol - that may vary over timeand are therefore often measured at different time-points. This way, we were able to relatethe (stable) genetic basis to (dynamic) phenotypical changes over time. Finally, becauseof the complexity of factors involved in the onset and development of complex diseases,we extended our method to allow for the association of more than two sets of variables ifneeded.The results of the different studies are promising: many known, but also several un-known association were revealed (the latter of which could be of interest for future biomed-ical studies). We thus provide researchers with much needed, newly developed, statisticaltools to explore and analyze the vast amount of data obtained. It is clear that many chal-lenges still remain on the path to unravel the genetic basis of complex diseases. But thesetools can bring us one step closer to understanding their genetic complexity.


